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ABSTRACT
Context. NGC 4815 is a populous ∼ 500 Myr open cluster at Rgc∼ 7 kpc observed in the first six months of the Gaia-ESO Survey.
Located in the inner Galactic disk, NGC 4815 is an important potential tracer of the abundance gradient, where relatively few inter-
mediate age open clusters are found.
Aims. The Gaia-ESO Survey data can provide an improved characterization of the cluster properties, such as age, distance, reddening,
and abundance profile.
Methods. We use the survey derived radial velocities, stellar atmospheric parameters, metallicity, and elemental abundances for stars
targeted as potential members of this cluster to carry out an analysis of cluster properties. The radial velocity distribution of stars
in the cluster field is used to define the cluster systemic velocity and derive likely cluster membership for stars observed by the
Gaia-ESO Survey. We investigate the distributions of Fe and Fe-peak elements, alpha-elements, and the light elements Na and Al and
characterize the cluster’s internal chemical homogeneity comparing it to the properties of radial velocity non-member stars. Utilizing
these cluster properties, the cluster color-magnitude diagram is analyzed and theoretical isochrones are fit to derive cluster reddening,
distance, and age.
Results. NGC 4815 is found to have a mean metallicity of [Fe/H]= +0.03±0.05 dex (s.d.). Elemental abundances of cluster members
show typically very small internal variation, with internal dispersions of ∼ 0.05 dex. The alpha-elements [Ca/Fe] and [Si/Fe] show
solar ratios, but [Mg/Fe] is moderately enhanced, while [Ti/Fe] appears slightly deficient. As with many open clusters, the light el-
ements [Na/Fe] and [Al/Fe] are enhanced, [Na/Fe] significantly so, although the role of internal mixing and the assumption of LTE
in the analysis remain to be investigated. From isochrone fits to color-magnitude diagrams, we find a cluster age of 0.5 to 0.63 Gyr,
a reddening of E(B − V) = 0.59 to 0.65, and a distance modulus (m − M)0 = 11.95 to 12.20, depending on the choice of theoretical
models, leading to a Galactocentric distance of 6.9 kpc.
Key words. Galaxy: open clusters and associations: individual: NGC 4815 – Stars: abundances, Hertzsprung-Russell and C-M
diagrams
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1. Introduction
The Gaia-ESO Survey (Gilmore et al., 2012;
Randich & Gilmore, 2013) is an ambitious high-resolution
public spectroscopic survey of stars in the Galaxy carried out
with the FLAMES multi-object spectrograph on the ESO Very
Large Telescope. Over its 5-year lifetime, the survey will target
up to 90 to 100 open clusters of a wide range of properties,
ages, and locations in the Galaxy (Randich et al. 2014, in prep.).
Survey data are processed and analyzed in a homogeneous way
to ensure a final data set of stellar kinematic, atmospheric, and
chemical abundance properties that are derived in a uniform and
consistent manner (Lewis et al. 2014, in prep., Sacco et al. 2014,
submitted., Smiljanic et al. 2014, in prep.). Among the many
long-term goals of the survey are an improved understanding
of the formation and chemical evolution of the Galactic disk as
traced by the open cluster population.
Most stars are born in aggregates of stars, most of
which are unbound and dissolve into the field population
(Lada & Lada, 2003). Those clusters that remain serve as
important indicators that permit the study of a wide vari-
ety of issues in cluster formation and Galactic evolution, in-
cluding investigations of the mass function and survivabil-
ity of star clusters (Larsen, 2009), the process of cluster
dispersal especially as traced by the chemical tagging of
former cluster members (Freeman & Bland-Hawthorn, 2002;
Bland-Hawthorn, Krumholz, & Freeman, 2010), and the devel-
opment and evolution of the abundance gradients in the Galactic
disk (Magrini et al., 2010; Jacobson et al., 2011). Key to ad-
dressing these last issues on chemical evolution is the question
of the chemical homogeneity of the surviving clusters, and by
implication those that have dispersed into the field population.
Careful work by de Silva et al. (2006, 2007, 2011), for example,
has demonstrated the chemical homogeneity in clusters such as
the Hyades and Cr261, as well as the potential to trace dispersed
cluster members into the surrounding field.
It remains an open question whether all elements display
such uniformity in open clusters, however. Light elements such
as Na may show the effects of internal nucleosynthesis and mix-
ing to the surface in evolved stars (Smiljanic, 2012), although
the situation is complicated by the potential influence of non-
LTE effects. Open clusters do not appear to share the common
(anti-)correlations between the light and alpha-elements seen
in the globular cluster population (Carretta et al., 2010). Work
by de Silva et al. (2009) and Bragaglia et al. (2012), for exam-
ple, finds no evidence of an O-Na anti-correlation or the pres-
ence of the extreme O-depletions or Na-enhancements see in
in the globulars. The unusual cluster NGC 6791 has prompted
much attention for some first signs of globular cluster-like Na-O
anti-correlations (Geisler et al., 2012), but further studies are not
finding evidence for intrinsic abundance dispersions in the clus-
ter (Bragaglia et al., 2014). Larger and uniform samples of abun-
dances in open clusters offer the potential to distinguish these be-
haviours and define chemical characteristics that separate cluster
populations.
If open clusters are to trace these disk properties and their
evolution, we must first be able to securely define the cluster
members and distinguish them from the surrounding field pop-
ulation. And we must place the cluster properties such as age,
abundance, and location in the disk on uniform and consistently
determined scales so that details of distributions can be probed
⋆ Based on observations made with the ESO/VLT, at Paranal
Observatory, under program 188.B-3002 (The Gaia-ESO Public
Spectroscopic Survey).
with confidence that we are not simply exploring systematic dif-
ferences between approaches or methodology. With these ba-
sic properties well characterized, clusters become indicators of
both their initial environments (through their chemical signa-
tures) and their current environments, allowing the possibility of
using them to explore their migration through the Galactic disk.
The Gaia-ESO survey aims to address all of these scientific
goals based on substantial samples of clusters and cluster mem-
bers and, most importantly, cluster properties and abundances
on a uniform and internally consistent scale. The observations
of the first three intermediate-aged clusters allow us to explore
the adequacy of the survey data and establish procedures that
will yield a uniform set of cluster parameters. Progress on the
larger Galactic context of the cluster data must await the sam-
ples to come, but the initial survey data allow the first steps to be
taken.
The first six months of GES survey observations included
three intermediate-age clusters that allow us to begin to explore
these issues. The clusters Trumpler 20, NGC 4815, and NGC
6705 (M11) differ in many ways, but all are located inside the
solar circle. This location makes them important probes of the
abundance gradient in the inner regions of the Galaxy, but also
means that their study will be complicated by high and possibly
variable reddening, a potentially large and complex field popu-
lation, and the contamination of many non-members superim-
posed on the cluster field. As a result, the basic properties of
these clusters are often poorly constrained. The Gaia-ESO sur-
vey data allow us to define these properties, particularly by com-
parison to the surrounding field, understanding the chemical pro-
file of these clusters and improving the cluster parameters such
as age, distance, and reddening, which are critical to their use in
tracing abundance gradients in the disk.
This paper presents the results of data for stars in the field of
NGC 4815. Similar analysis of the other early Gaia-ESO Survey
cluster observations are presented in companion papers (Tr 20 in
Donati et al. 2014; NGC 6705 in Cantat-Gaudin et al. 2014, in
prep.). Each of these clusters presents a particular characteristic
(Tr 20 shows an unusual morphology of the red giant clump;
NGC 6705 is unusually massive for an open cluster; NGC 4815
is embedded in a rich field population) that allows the focus on
different aspects of the analysis and interpretation of the GES
data in the context of available information from the literature.
The three clusters are considered together in the broader context
of chemical evolution in the Galaxy in Magrini et al. (2014).
NGC 4815 is an intermediate age cluster located inside the
solar Galactocentric radius, at RA=12:57:59, Dec=−64:57:36
and Galactic coordinates ℓ = 303.6, b = −2.1. It shows dis-
tinctly against a crowded field at this low latitude. Located
approximately 2.5 kpc away, the line of sight to the cluster
passes through both the Sagittarius and the Scutum-Centaurus
spiral arms, with the cluster located beyond, but close to, the
Sagittarius arm. The cluster has been the subject of several pho-
tometric studies, but has not been observed spectroscopically un-
til now.
The paper is organized as follows: In Sec. 2 we briefly de-
scribe our understanding of the properties of NGC 4815 based
on past studies. Sec. 3 discusses the results from the Gaia-ESO
Survey data, beginning with a description of the observed sam-
ple, followed by an analysis of the radial velocities and then the
stellar abundances. Sec. 4 utilizes the results on cluster member-
ship and metallicity to derive cluster properties based on fitting
of theoretical isochrones. Finally, Sec. 5 summarizes our results.
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2. Cluster properties from the literature
The earliest photometry of the cluster was presented by
Kjeldsen & Frandsen (1991), who obtained UBV photometry of
some 600 stars in a 2.5′ by 4.2′ field of view to V ∼ 19. They
derived an apparent distance modulus of (m − M)V = 14.75 and
reddening E(B − V) = 0.78, which they noted as especially un-
certain, yielding an intrinsic distance modulus (m−M)0 = 12.33
and a distance of 2.9 kpc (assuming AV = 3.1E(B − V)). They
also fit a combination of theoretical isochrones to derive a clus-
ter age of 200 Myr. They pointed out the strong field star con-
tamination in the cluster field, but noted that in spite of this a
clear cluster main-sequence and turnoff region was visible in the
color-magnitude diagram. A later photometric study in B and V
by Carraro & Ortolani (1994) over a much larger 12.3′ by 12.3′
field of view, consisting of 2500 stars to V ∼ 19.5, yielded a
somewhat shorter distance modulus of (m − M)V = 14.10 and
reddening consistent within the uncertainties of E(B−V) = 0.70,
yielding a true distance modulus of (m − M)0 = 11.93 and a
distance of 2.4 kpc. They also found that the cluster radius is
less than about 4.6′, and note a significant contamination by
field stars. The application of a technique relying on synthetic
color-magnitude diagrams built up from theoretical isochrones
with contributions from photometric errors and binary systems
(Chiosi et al., 1989) resulted in a best fit for a slightly sub-solar
metallicity of [Fe/H] = −0.40, and a cluster age of 500 Myr.
Prisinzano et al. (2001) followed with a deep VI study to V ∼
25, over a 9′ by 9′ area, intended to investigate the mass func-
tion of the cluster. While they did not independently determine
the cluster parameters, they noted that the CMD of the cluster
field was not strongly distinguished from that of the surrounding
fields populated by the Galactic disk. They also determined a
cluster radius of 3.6′, significantly smaller than that determined
by Carraro & Ortolani (1994), but also at the limit of the field
size they observed. They noted that the cluster main-sequence
merges with the field population for V > 21, beyond which it
is completely confused with the Galactic field. Because of this
confusion with the field at the faintest magnitudes, a mass es-
timate for the cluster is difficult to determine, but considering
the mass function for stars more massive than ∼ 0.8M⊙, corre-
sponding to this magnitude limit, the cluster mass is estimated
to be 880 ± 230M⊙.
Finally, Sagar et al. (2001) obtained BVI photometry over
a small field of ∼2.1′ by 3.3′ centered on the cluster, with an
offset position with respect to the cluster center to sample the
field population. Fitting Bertelli et al. (1994) isochrones to the
data, they derived a reddening E(B − V) = 0.72, an intrinsic
distance modulus of (m − M)0 = 12.2, giving a distance of 2.75
kpc, and an age of ∼ 400 Myr.
These studies agree within the uncertainties that NGC 4815
is an intermediate age cluster of ∼0.4 - 0.5 Gyr, located
at a Galactocentric distance of 6.9 kpc (assuming the solar
Galactocentric distance of 8.0 kpc, Malkin 2013). These prop-
erties make NGC 4815 a particularly interesting cluster to study
the behavior of the disk abundance gradient in the region inside
the solar circle, where there are relatively few old clusters known
and studied (Magrini et al. 2010, Jacobson et al. 2014, in prep.).
3. Results from the Gaia-ESO Survey data
3.1. Gaia-ESO Survey observations
The general aims and details of the process for the selection of
targets in open clusters in the Gaia-ESO survey is described in
Bragaglia et al. (2014, in prep). In the case of NGC 4815, targets
were selected from consideration of the combined photometry
from Prisinzano et al. (2001), 2MASS, and two unpublished op-
tical studies, in BVI using FORS on the VLT (Bragaglia et al.,
in prep.), and BV from WFI on the 2.2m (Zaggia et al., in prep).
Targets were selected within an area covering twice the radius of
the cluster determined by Prisinzano et al. (2001), namely 7.2′.
Targets for UVES observations were limited to stars in the re-
gion of the red clump; 14 of these cluster candidates were ob-
served using the 580nm setup, covering 4760-6840 Å. Targets
for GIRAFFE observations were selected to lie along the main-
sequence extending from the turnoff region at V ∼ 14.2 to 19.
The brighter sample of stars, from V ∼ 14.2 to 17, was observed
with GIRAFFE grating HR09 (5145-5356 Å), while those with
16.8 < V < 19 were observed with grating HR15n (6470-6790
Å). Twenty-one of the fainter stars in the bright magnitude in-
terval were observed with both setups, resulting in a total sam-
ple size of GIRAFFE observations of 204 stars. The location
of those stars with VI photometry is indicated in the color-
magnitude diagram from Prisinzano et al. (2001) in Fig. 1. One
additional giant star and 38 main-sequence stars with only BV
photometry were also observed.
NGC 4815 observations were taken on 5 nights in April and
May of 2012. Observations of the setup using GIRAFFE grating
HR09 consisted of three 50-minute plus six 25-minute observ-
ing blocks. Those with the HR15n grating consisted of three 50-
minute plus four 25-minute observing blocks. Signal-to-noise
ratios for the final UVES spectra range from 20 to 130, with
typical values being ∼ 65. For the GIRAFFE spectra, S/N ratios
were typically lower, ranging from 10 to 80, with a median of
∼30.
Data were processed with the Gaia-ESO Survey pipeline as
described in Lewis et al. (2014, in prep.) for GIRAFFE data and
Sacco et al. (2014)for UVES data. Results discussed here are
derived from the first internal Data Release (GESviDR1Final)
made available to the members of the Gaia-ESO Survey collab-
oration. Radial velocities are the recommended values derived
from the pipeline processing for both GIRAFFE (see Lewis et
al. 2014, in prep.) and UVES observations citedsacco14. For
the UVES observations, final velocities are averages of de-
terminations from the upper and lower spectral regions. For
GIRAFFE observations, when velocities were available from
both the HR09 and the HR15n grating setups, those determined
from the higher S/N exposure were used as these have signifi-
cantly smaller velocity errors. In all cases, these were the HR15n
observations, which had S/N values of ∼ 50 to 65 versus much
lower values of < 15 for HR09 observations. As a result, ve-
locities for 113 stars came from HR15n observations, while 91
utilized HR09 observations.
3.2. Radial velocity analysis
As noted by all authors of photometric studies of NGC 4815,
the cluster suffers from significant field star contamination. As
a result, radial velocities are critical in helping to determine
cluster membership in any analysis of cluster properties. Fig. 2
shows the distribution of radial velocities measured from Gaia-
ESO Survey observations of NGC 4815 using results from both
GIRAFFE and UVES spectra. Typical velocity errors for UVES
spectra are 0.6 km s−1, while for the GIRAFFE spectra errors
range from 0.2 km s−1 to many tens of km s−1 for rapidly ro-
tating stars. The median velocity error for the GIRAFFE sample
is 1.2 km s−1. The right panel in Fig. 2 shows the full sample of
3
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Fig. 1. VI color-magnitude diagram for NGC 4815 from
Prisinzano et al. (2001) with stars observed by Gaia-ESO Survey
indicated. Panel a) Stars observed with UVES indicated with red
squares. GIRAFFE targets are indicated with green diamonds.
An additional 39 targets are not shown as they are lacking VI
photometry. Panel b): Cluster members on the basis of radial
velocity determination are indicated with filled red squares (for
UVES targets) and filled blue diamonds (for GIRAFFE targets).
Stars with velocities differing more than 4 km s−1 from the clus-
ter mean are indicated with open symbols.
objects, except for six stars outside the limits of the plot. The left
panels of the figure limit the range of velocities to within ∼ 60
km s−1 of the centroid of the distribution for increasing ranges
of distance from the cluster center. Open clusters are generally
observed to have very small velocity dispersions, of 1-2 km s−1
(Mermilliod et al., 2009), and the extremely broad velocity dis-
tribution displayed in the upper left panel of Fig. 2 suggests it
is dominated by field contamination. One might expect that the
cluster members would predominate over the field stars at dis-
tances closer to the center of the cluster. And indeed, in Fig. 2,
it appears that the distribution in velocities is less broad at the
smaller distances, with a stronger sign of the cluster systemic
velocity. Fig. 2 shows that, in addition to the broad peak from
∼ −20 to −35 km s−1 and the increasing dispersion with dis-
tance from the cluster center, the distribution becomes increas-
ingly asymmetric at larger distances, and shows an overall shift
of the distribution to higher velocities.
We can gain some insight into the impact of field star con-
tamination on the cluster observations by looking at the ex-
pected velocity distribution for Galactic field stars according to
the Besanc¸on model of stellar populations in the Milky Way
(Robin et al., 2003). Utilizing the web-based version of the
model (http://model.obs-besancon.fr), we have generated the an-
ticipated velocity distribution for field stars that meet the Gaia-
ESO Survey selection criteria on color and magnitude at the
cluster’s Galactic coordinates. The resulting velocity distribution
is shown in Fig. 3 scaled to the number of observed targets, and
superimposed over the Gaia-ESO Survey measured velocities.
The broad distribution seen in the Gaia-ESO Survey observa-
tions is clearly reflective of the expected Galactic field popula-
tion, and explains the minor secondary peak and asymmetric tail
to velocities higher than the cluster mean. Based on this com-
parison to Besanc¸on models, we can see a clear excess of stars
in the range of −40 to −20 km s−1 corresponding to the cluster
velocity.
The comparison with the Besanc¸on model results also sug-
gests that we rely on the median of the distribution as a more
robust measure of the cluster velocity to minimize the influence
of the field star population that appears at higher velocities and to
rely on the sample closest to the cluster center where the ratio of
cluster members to non-members will be higher. Limiting our-
selves to consideration of the stars within 3 ′ of the cluster center
we find a median radial velocity of −29.4 km s−1. Applying an
iterative 2-sigma clipping procedure on the median, as was done
in the analysis of Tr 20 (Donati et al., 2014), results in the av-
erage velocities shown in each of the distance ranges in Fig. 2.
This average velocity shifts to higher values with increasing dis-
tance from the cluster center, as the larger field star contamina-
tion more strongly affects the average value. While this shift is
not large, from −28.7 km s−1 for distances inside 3′ to −26.6
km s−1 over the full 7.2′ field, we consider the velocity at the
inner distances to be more reflective of the true cluster velocity.
As a result, we adopt the median value of −29.4 km s−1 as the
cluster systemic velocity. To obtain a representative dispersion
about this value we rely again on the inner sample, which yields
an rms deviation about the mean of 4 km s−1, which reflects a
combination of the intrinsic cluster velocity dispersion, observa-
tional measurement errors, the influence of undetected binaries,
and the contamination by field stars.
If we adopt a 1-sigma limit of 4 km s−1 about the cluster ve-
locity of −29.4 km s−1 to identify the most likely cluster mem-
bers, a total of 63 stars meet our criterion of membership over
the entire range of distances sampled. These numbers imply that
only 29% of the 218 observed stars have velocities consistent
with membership within the cluster, although this sample very
likely includes some field stars as well. Scaling the results from
the Besanc¸on model suggests that as many as half of the candi-
date members in the 1-sigma velocity range can be expected to
be field stars. The majority of field stars will be main-sequence
dwarfs, and so will predominantly affect the GIRAFFE observa-
tions.
The location of Gaia-ESO Survey targets within this 1-sigma
range are indicated in the lower panel of the color-magnitude
diagram in Fig. 1. Among the UVES targets, the radial veloc-
4
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Fig. 2. Distribution of radial velocities for stars observed in the
field of NGC 4815. Left Panel: Radial velocity distribution for
targets by distance from the cluster center, with the bottom panel
showing stars within 3′, the middle panel showing stars within
5′, and the top panel showing the full sample. The solid red line
gives the average velocity computed for the distance range plot-
ted in each panel, as explained in the text. Right panel: Plot of
the distance from the cluster center against radial velocity for all
targets. The solid black dots correspond to UVES observations.
The open squares correspond to GIRAFFE observations.
ity members cluster in the region of the red giant clump, as ex-
pected, but also include a brighter, cooler red giant in the sample.
The radial velocity members among the GIRAFFE observations
do not follow a distinctive distribution along the main sequence,
perhaps not surprising considering that there are expected to be
an appreciable number of field stars with velocities similar to the
cluster stars.
3.3. Stellar abundance analysis
The analysis of the UVES spectra for NGC 4815 stars were
carried out by the Gaia-ESO Survey working group WG11,
whose work is described in Smiljanic et al. (2014, in prep.).
Atmospheric parameters and abundances were determined by
up to 10 of the 14 independent WG11 nodes, using differing
methods, but with the adoption of common model atmospheres
(MARCS, Gustafsson et al. 2008), atomic parameters (Heiter et
al. 2014, in prep.) and solar abundances (Grevesse et al., 2007).
Results from individual nodes are combined to yield the rec-
ommended atmospheric parameters, overall metallicity, and el-
emental abundances, as described by Smiljanic et al. (2014, in
prep). Here we discuss the recommended abundances for Fe and
the Fe-peak elements Cr and Ni, the α-elements Mg, Ca, Si, and
Ti, and light elements Al and Na. Elements that are affected by
hyperfine splitting, which was not treated fully in the first Gaia-
ESO Survey analysis, and neutron-capture elements will be ana-
lyzed in the future.
Fig. 3. Distribution of radial velocities for stars in the field of
NGC 4815. The solid line gives the observed radial velocities;
the dashed line shows the radial velocity distribution for stars in
the magnitude and color ranges sampled by the NGC 4815 ob-
servations as predicted by the Besanc¸on model scaled to match
the number of observed Gaia-ESO Survey targets.
Table 1 summarizes the recommended stellar and atmo-
spheric parameters for UVES targets, as determined by the
Gaia-ESO Survey spectral abundance analysis and reported in
GESviDR1Final. Errors on [Fe/H] and the atmospheric param-
eters are the rms dispersions about the parameters from the in-
dividual analysis nodes. GESviDR1Final also reported the mean
of the errors on atmospheric parameters as provided by the in-
dividual nodes and these errors are larger than the scatter about
the mean recommended values, usually by about a factor of two.
Of the 14 UVES targets, eight are non-members based on
their radial velocities, where we use the criterion of falling more
than 1-sigma away from the cluster’s systemic velocity of −29.4
km s−1. Of the six candidate members based on radial veloc-
ity, one of them could not be analyzed for abundances because
of its very broad-lined nature (star #725, GES ID 12574080-
6455572). The remaining five stars have a mean <[Fe/H]>=
+0.03 ± 0.05 (s.d.), which we adopt as the cluster metallicity
for the remaining analysis. These stars have a mean velocity of
< Vr >= −30.6 ± 0.4 km s−1, showing very little dispersion. We
note that this velocity is lower by 1.2 km s−1 relative to the clus-
ter mean determined largely by the more numerous GIRAFFE
observations. This offset between the two data sets is slightly
larger than that found by Donati et al. (2014) for Tr 20, but very
similar to that found by Spina et al. (2014) from observations of
Gamma Velorum. Only one star in the field of NGC 4815 was
observed with both UVES and GIRAFFE, but it, too, shows a
velocity offset of 1 km s−1 with the UVES velocity being lower.
The source of this discrepancy is not known and is under inves-
tigation.
Tab. 2 summarizes the abundances resulting from the Gaia-
ESO Survey analysis of the UVES observations, distinguishing
in separate sections the stars considered as secure members from
5
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Table 1. Parameters for stars in the field of NGC 4815 with UVES observations
ID GES ID V B − V V − I RA Dec Vr [Fe/H] Teff log g ξ
(km s−1) (K) (km s−1)
76 12575308-6457182 14.429 1.383 1.763 194.4711667 -64.95505556 −21.60 −0.42±0.17 5172± 227 2.97±0.76 0.65±0.55
95 12575529-6456536 14.128 1.590 1.730 194.4803750 -64.94822222 −30.85 −0.03±0.09 5068±73 2.79±0.25 1.15±0.12
106 12580262-6456492 14.158 1.613 1.896 194.5109167 -64.94700000 −30.56 +0.11±0.06 4926±77 2.57±0.08 1.53± 0.14
210 12575511-6458483 14.043 1.649 1.841 194.4796250 -64.98008333 -30.16 +0.06±0.07 4870±84 2.55±0.47 1.43±0.24
341 12574905-6458511 14.709 1.783 194.4543750 -64.98086111 −71.32 −0.15±0.20 4760±120 2.56±0.25 1.40±0.17
358 12574328-6457386 13.703 1.702 1.946 194.4303333 -64.96072222 −31.27 +0.00±0.08 4895±40 2.40±0.13 1.73± 0.14
374 12574341-6458045 14.564 1.544 1.805 194.4308750 -64.96791667 −50.33 −0.06±0.05 4950±50 2.74±0.23 1.39±0.09
725 12574080-6455572 14.186 1.495 1.769 194.4200000 -64.93255556 −30.72
743 12574457-6459398 14.376 1.419 1.581 194.4357083 -64.99438889 −20.17 +0.06±0.07 4658±95 3.00±0.36 1.18± 0.10
1024 12575531-6500412 14.015 1.541 194.4804583 -65.01144444 −45.27 −0.13±0.11 4823± 87 2.79±0.19 1.23±0.03
1355 12573217-6455167 14.190 1.609 1.820 194.3840417 -64.92130556 −23.57 +0.05±0.05 5048±102 2.60±0.18 1.47±0.14
1763 12581939-6453533 14.874 2.310 1.660 194.5807917 -64.89813889 −34.99 −0.14±0.19 4032±52 1.42±0.24 1.61±0.31
1795 12572442-6455173 13.482 1.891 2.273 194.3517500 -64.92147222 −30.41 +0.03±0.07 4198±88 1.56±0.37 1.37±0.05
2356 12571312-6456090 14.811 1.671 194.3046667 -64.93583333 −10.52 −0.04±0.11 4745±92 2.60±0.23 1.39±0.08
Table 2. Abundances for stars in the field of NGC 4815
ID member? [Fe/H] [Na/Fe] [Al/Fe] [Mg/Fe] [Si/Fe] [Ca/Fe] [Ti/Fe] [Cr/Fe] [Ni/Fe]
95 y −0.03±0.09 +0.31±0.04 +0.13±0.01 +0.03±0.16 −0.06±0.05 −0.06±0.03 −0.10±0.02 −0.17±0.07 −0.09±0.05
106 y +0.11±0.06 +0.26±0.01 +0.05±0.02 +0.05±0.17 +0.00±0.04 −0.05±0.05 −0.10±0.02 −0.15±0.05 −0.11±0.01
210 y +0.06±0.07 +0.31±0.04 +0.07±0.01 +0.19±0.07 −0.07±0.01 −0.05±0.02 −0.16±0.03 −0.14±0.07 −0.11±0.08
358 y +0.00±0.08 +0.40±0.11 +0.11±0.03 +0.15±0.10 −0.04±0.05 −0.02±0.05 −0.15±0.03 −0.10±0.03 −0.10±0.04
1795 y +0.03±0.07 +0.28±0.03 +0.06±0.01 +0.29±0.04 +0.06±0.10 −0.11±0.07 −0.27±0.03 −0.17±0.01 −0.06±0.04
Mean (all) +0.03±0.05 +0.31±0.05 +0.08±0.03 +0.14±0.11 −0.02±0.05 −0.06±0.03 −0.16±0.07 −0.15±0.03 −0.09±0.02
Mean (- 1795) +0.03±0.06 +0.32±0.06 +0.09±0.04 +0.11±0.08 −0.04±0.03 −0.04±0.02 −0.13±0.03 −0.14±0.03 −0.10±0.01
76 n −0.42±0.17 +0.41±0.17 +0.35±0.11 +0.01±0.08 −0.18±0.05 +0.04±0.06 +0.11±0.02 −0.01±0.13 −0.05±0.06
341 n −0.15±0.20 +0.14±0.14 +0.18±0.02 +0.20±0.11 +0.00±0.03 −0.04±0.04 −0.04±0.04 −0.17±0.11 −0.02±0.05
374 n −0.06±0.05 +0.09±0.04 +0.11±0.02 +0.13±0.07 −0.07±0.03 +0.00±0.02 −0.01±0.03 −0.10±0.02 −0.13±0.02
743 n +0.06±0.07 +0.19±0.06 +0.07±0.01 +0.21±0.08 +0.01±0.06 −0.09±0.02 −0.15±0.02 −0.20±0.06 +0.01±0.04
1024 n −0.13±0.11 +0.12±0.05 +0.17±0.01 +0.15±0.04 −0.02±0.02 −0.02±0.02 −0.01±0.01 −0.11±0.03 −0.10±0.02
1355 n? +0.05±0.05 +0.32±0.06 +0.10±0.03 +0.10±0.12 −0.06±0.05 −0.03±0.04 −0.09±0.03 −0.08±0.04 −0.13±0.02
1763 n −0.14±0.19 +0.09±0.01 +0.40±0.01 +0.50±0.03 +0.10±0.14 +0.04±0.09 +0.01±0.02 −0.09±0.10 +0.07±0.03
2356 n −0.04±0.11 +0.04±0.06 +0.14±0.02 +0.13±0.12 +0.00±0.04 −0.07±0.03 −0.04±0.03 −0.20±0.06 −0.06±0.04
Mean −0.11±0.16 +0.19±0.12 +0.20±0.13 +0.19±0.15 −0.03±0.09 −0.01±0.05 −0.03±0.08 −0.11±0.06 −0.05±0.08
those with velocities that fall more than 4 km s−1 from the
adopted cluster velocity. The elemental abundance ratios pre-
sented are calculated from the [Fe/H] values determined for each
star individually and are based on the Grevesse et al. (2007) so-
lar abundances. The errors of the [X/Fe] ratios in Tab. 2 are those
reported for each element in the internal data release, and do not
include the error associated with the [Fe/H] value nor the prop-
agation of errors in the atmospheric parameters. Below each of
the groupings of members and non-members the averages across
stars in each category are given; the errors listed are standard de-
viations about the mean abundance.
GIRAFFE spectra taken with grating HR15n were analyzed
for atmospheric parameters and abundances by WG10, whose
work is described in Recio-Blanco et al. (2014, in prep.). The
limited number of lines available for analysis, the generally
lower S/N, and the broad-lined nature of many of the spectra
prevented the analysis for many stars. Metallicities were ob-
tained for only 25 stars, and of these, only 3 are members ac-
cording to the 1-sigma criterion for radial velocities applied
above, while two more fall within 2-sigma of the cluster sys-
temic velocity. These stars give [Fe/H] values of 0.21 to 0.4,
substantially higher than the values for the cluster members from
the UVES observations. The one star observed with both spec-
trographs (#2356, GES ID 12571312-6456090, a velocity non-
member), was found to have a metallicity of +0.15 ± 0.18 from
the GIRAFFE observation, also suggesting an offset of ∼ 0.2
dex between the metallicities derived from the GIRAFFE and
the UVES spectra. The cause of this systematic difference be-
tween abundance scales is still not fully understood and under
study. For the reminder of this paper we will rely on the results
from the higher-resolution UVES spectra.
Considering the UVES abundances for the five members of
NGC 4815, we can see from Tab. 2 generally very good agree-
ment in abundance ratios. For almost all elements, the standard
deviations about the mean for cluster members are less than or
comparable to that found for iron, at 0.05 dex. The dispersion
is somewhat higher only for [Mg/Fe], at 0.1 dex. However, the
errors on the abundance determinations for individual stars are
typically somewhat higher for Mg than the other elements, likely
contributing to the larger scatter.
Among the radial velocity members of NGC 4815, four of
them are red giant clump stars, with very similar temperatures
and gravities. Star #1795, GES ID 12572442-6455173, is a much
cooler and more luminous star on the red giant branch, with a
temperature of 4200K. As a result, many lines are very strong,
may be blended and are more challenging to measure. This fact
might explain the somewhat discrepant abundances in Mg and
Ti seen in #1795 compared to the cluster mean. Omitting star
1795 from the abundance averages reduces the dispersion about
the mean in almost all cases, resulting in dispersions of only 0.03
dex for most elements, again with the exception of Mg.
The small dispersions in abundance are consistent with
those found in other studies of the chemical homogene-
ity of open clusters (de Silva et al., 2006, 2007). Such ho-
mogeneity is not surprising for a cluster of the rather low
mass of NGC 4815, estimated to be 880 ± 230M⊙ for
stars more massive than ∼ 0.8M⊙ (Prisinzano et al., 2001).
Bland-Hawthorn, Krumholz, & Freeman (2010) show that open
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clusters are expected to be uniform for their observed densities
for masses up to 105M⊙. While NGC 4815 may have lost mass
in its initial collapse and subsequent evolution, it is unlikely to
have been initially above this limit.
These final abundance ratios for the cluster show a substan-
tial range in value. Among the α-elements, we see signs of mod-
est enhancement in [Mg/Fe] values, but solar values of [Si/Fe]
and [Ca/Fe]. [Ti/Fe] appears slightly depleted. This behavior is
similar to that found in other samples of open clusters, support-
ing the observation that the α-elements arise from multiple nu-
cleosynthetic sources (e.g. Yong et al. 2012; Thielemann et al.
1986). Turning to the Fe-peak elements [Cr/Fe] and [Ni/Fe], we
see slightly sub-solar ratios for both elements with very small in-
ternal dispersions. We recall, however, that these abundances are
differential with respect to the Grevesse et al. (2007) solar abun-
dances, and not with respect to solar abundances derived in the
Gaia-ESO Survey, so systematic offsets in the overall abundance
scale for these, and all abundance ratios, is a possibility.
The light element ratio [Na/Fe] is significantly and uniformly
enhanced in NGC 4815 stars, at <[Na/Fe]>= +0.31 ± 0.05.
[Al/Fe] shows a more modest, but well defined enhancement of
<[Al/Fe]>= +0.08± 0.03. These values are generally consistent
with what is found in evolved stars in open clusters (Jacobson
et al. 2011). These enhancements may be due to a variety of
causes, from the adoption of the approximation of LTE in the
abundance analysis to the evolutionary effects of internal mixing
and the dredge up of processed material to the atmospheres of
these evolved stars (Smiljanic, 2012). The complex situation re-
garding Na abundances and their analysis in Gaia-ESO Survey
cluster data will be addressed in future work.
Overall, this abundance profile along with the very small in-
ternal abundance dispersion among the NGC 4815 radial ve-
locity members, provides a means to chemically tag the clus-
ter members. Our limitation in velocity to define members was
a rather strict one, taken more to ensure we were not contami-
nated by non-members than to be inclusive of possible members.
As a result, it is very possible that some of the stars in this non-
member sample with velocities within ∼ 10 km s−1 of the cluster
mean are indeed binary stars that are members of the cluster. In
fact, of the UVES observations, star #76, GES ID 12575308-
6457182, was identified as a spectroscopic binary in the reduc-
tion and analysis process; its velocity of −21 km s−1 differs
by less than 10 km s−1 from the mean. Its metallicity, [Fe/H]
= −0.42± 0.17, however, indicates it is not a cluster member. In
this context it is interesting to look at the behavior of the stars
we have denoted as velocity non-members observed in the field
of NGC 4815.
The lower panel of Tab. 2 gives the recommended abun-
dances for the stars with velocities more than 4 km s−1 from
the cluster mean; the last line in the table shows the averages
in abundances across this sample. Not surprisingly, the disper-
sions about the mean values for these stars show significantly
higher values, ranging up to 0.15 dex, typically several times
that found for the stars at the cluster velocity. The distribution of
abundances among all the NGC 4815 stars measured are shown
in Fig. 4 for the α-elements, and in Fig. 5 for the remaining el-
ements. Points are coded by velocity range with divisions made
at deviations of within 1-sigma, 1 to 2.5-sigma, and more than
2.5-sigma from the cluster mean.
Considering the α-elements, stars that overlap with the clus-
ter [Fe/H] value, regardless of their radial velocity, appear to
fall within the range seen in the cluster members. In particular,
the two stars with velocities only 10 km s−1 from the cluster
mean have α-element abundances that are consistent with those
Fig. 4. Distribution of α-element abundances with [Fe/H] for
stars observed in the field of NGC4815. Stars with radial veloci-
ties within 4 km s−1 of the cluster mean are considered members
and denoted with solid circles; stars with velocities that deviate
by up to 10 km s−1 are denoted by open circles; stars with ve-
locities more then 10 km s−1 from the cluster mean are denoted
by crosses.
of NGC 4815. Consideration of the behavior in other elements
indicates that star #743, GES ID 12574457-6459398, deviates
from the cluster abundance pattern notably in [Ni/Fe] (where it
is higher by 0.1 dex) and [Na/Fe] (where it is lower by 0.1 dex).
However, star #1355, GES ID 12573217-6455167, has values in
all abundances that are consistent with membership. With a ve-
locity that is within 2-sigma of the cluster mean velocity, star
#1355 might be best denoted a possible cluster member.
Although the number of points is limited, the overall trends
of elemental abundances with [Fe/H] in Fig. 4 and Fig. 5, show-
ing a slight increase in abundance ratio with decreasing [Fe/H]
and a substantial scatter in the field population, are consistent
with trends seen in larger samples of disk stars. The uniformity
of both the observational data and the abundance analysis of the
Gaia-ESO Survey data offers new insight into the differences
detectable in the cluster and field populations and we refer the
reader to a first analysis of the chemical tagging of Gaia-ESO
Survey open clusters, including NGC 4815, in Magrini et al.
(2014).
4. Isochrone fitting
The estimate of the cluster parameters, namely age, distance, and
reddening, is obtained by means of the isochrone fitting method.
We have adopted three different sets of isochrones to have a less
model-dependent solution: the PARSEC (Bressan et al., 2012),
BASTI (Pietrinferni et al., 2004), and Dartmouth (Dotter et al.,
2008) models. In principle, the best-fitting isochrone is chosen
as the one which can describe at the same time the main age-
sensitive evolutionary phases: the luminosity and color of the
main sequence turn-off (MSTO), red hook (RH), and red clump
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Fig. 5. Distribution of the abundances of light elements Na and
Al and Fe-peak elements Ni and Cr against [Fe/H] for stars ob-
served in the field of NGC4815. Symbols are as in previous fig-
ure.
(RC) when possible. As we will see below, in the case of NGC
4815, a simultaneously good fit of all of these features in pub-
lished photometry is not possible. We used the metallicity ob-
tained from the UVES abundance analysis, as discussed above,
i.e. solar metallicity.
The errors on the estimated parameters are mainly due to
the uncertainties in the delineation of the age indicators in the
CMD. In particular, the field contamination complicates the cor-
rect definition of the RC position. The membership information
for the RC stars is then especially important for a robust inter-
pretation of the fit. The internal photometric errors do not have a
significant impact on the error budget.
In order to obtain an accurate estimate we make use of
both the V, B − V (Carraro & Ortolani, 1994) and V,V − I
(Prisinzano et al., 2001) CMDs, and of the membership of the
target stars described in Sect. 3.2. These data sets, plotted in
Fig. 6 for stars within 3′ of the cluster center, show that the
observational CMD in the V, B − V plane provides a clearer
description of the bright part of the MS, especially near the
MSTO. The MS in the V, B − V diagram appears to reach to
brighter magnitudes and is better defined than in the V,V − I
diagram. This behavior is confirmed in the earlier BV photome-
try of Kjeldsen & Frandsen (1991), giving us confidence that the
MS in these inner regions, where the cluster sequences are more
pronounced, extends to V ∼ 14. We note that the Prisinzano
et al. photometry was intended to sample the mass function of
the cluster by working to faint magnitudes. In fact, the VI pho-
tometry shows a number of bright stars with surprisingly large
errors, suggesting that the VI photometry is incomplete and sub-
ject to large errors due perhaps to saturation effects at the bright-
est magnitudes. As a result, we rely only on the fainter sequence
in the V,V − I CMD, where the detailed shape of the MS is a
useful constraint for the estimate of cluster parameters.
We find that the best fitting solution for one observational
plane is not perfect for the other when a standard extinction law
is considered (RV = 3.1 and E(V − I) = 1.25 × E(B − V),
see Dean, Warren, & Cousins 1978), although the mismatch is
small. This failure in simultaneously fitting the CMDs in two
colors has been found in other cases (see e.g., Ahumada et al.
2013; Donati et al. 2014) but no definitive explanation has been
found. In addition to the possibility of zero point errors in the
photometry, there is the well known issue of the photometric
transformations from the theoretical to the observational plane.
The three models use different transformations, adding a source
of uncertainty in these comparisons, but also allowing an assess-
ment of the limitations to the derived parameters.
We have attempted to derive a best fit that considers fea-
tures in both diagrams that give the maximum age discrimination
while giving more weight to the BV photometry for the reasons
given above. In Fig. 6 we show the best fit for the PARSEC mod-
els. The blue points are all the target members based on radial
velocities while the black crosses are all the target non-members,
regardless of distance from the cluster center. In deciding on the
best fit isochrone, we emphasized the fit to the upper MS and
turnoff region in the V, B − V diagram, where the match is quite
good, even though the fit departs slightly from the observed se-
quence at fainter magnitudes. In the V,V − I diagram, we instead
utilized stars with V ∼ 16 − 19 to define the MS shape, where
the deflection in the theoretical isochrones is a good age discrim-
inant. In the V,V − I diagram, the upper MS and turnoff region
is not well defined and is not well fit by the isochrones, as antic-
ipated. By relying on the definition of the MSTO in V, B−V , we
find the V − I data in general are slightly too red relative to the
isochrone. Our final adopted parameters, given in Tab. 3, are then
a compromise that does not perfectly fit either set of photometry
but utilizes features of both. With the PARSEC isochrones, we
find an age of 0.63± 0.1 Gyr, reddening E(B−V) = 0.65± 0.02,
and a distance modulus of (m − M)0 = 12.20± 0.1. Errors given
on the fitted parameters take into account the additional uncer-
tainty in trying to match both photometric systems.
These best fitting isochrones describe quite well the lumi-
nosity of the RC and the MSTO (defined in BV) and follow
the shape of the MS, while the RC color is slightly redder than
observed. The fits to the BASTI and Dartmouth isochrones are
shown in Fig. 7 and Fig. 8, respectively, and given in Tab. 3;
the same considerations hold also for these models. We note that
all models produce consistent determinations of cluster parame-
ters, within the uncertainties, yielding an age of 0.5 to 0.63 Gyr
with a turnoff mass of 2.5 - 2.7 M⊙, and a distance of 2.5 - 2.7
kpc. These parameters are generally consistent with previous es-
timates, but with slightly larger ages on average and somewhat
lower reddening.
The relatively high reddening found from these fits, of E(B−
V) ∼ 0.6, along with the low latitude of the cluster suggests
that the cluster field may suffer from variable reddening. The
very high contamination by field stars, coupled with the rela-
tively low mass of NGC 4815, makes a detailed derivation of
the differential reddening across the field, as was done for Tr 20
(Donati et al., 2014), problematic. However, in an effort to de-
fine the magnitude of differential reddening, we have carried out
a similar analysis, finding a range of approximately 0.1 mag in
E(B − V) across the cluster field of view. A variability in red-
dening of this magnitude is not surprising, and contributes to the
width of the main sequence in Fig. 6 - Fig. 8, even among the
radial velocity members. This potential variability in the redden-
ing is accounted for in the parameters for the cluster presented
in Tab. 3.
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Table 3. Results using different evolutionary models with solar metallicity. The RGC,⊙ adopted is 8 kpc (see Malkin 2013).
Model age (m − M)0 E(B − V) d⊙ RGC Z MT O
(Gyr) (mag) (mag) (kpc) (kpc) (pc) (M⊙)
PARSEC 0.63±0.1 12.00±0.1 0.65±0.02 2.51 6.93 -92.0 2.5
BASTI 0.50±0.1 12.20±0.1 0.64±0.02 2.75 6.87 -100.8 2.7
DARTMOUTH 0.60±0.1 11.95±0.1 0.59±0.02 2.45 6.95 -89.8 2.5
Fig. 6. The CMDs are obtained for stars inside 3′. The blue
points are all the Gaia-ESO Survey targets candidate members
while the black crosses are all the non-members. The continu-
ous line is the best fit isochrone using the PARSEC isochrones
attempting a compromise fit to both photometric sets as de-
scribed in the text. See Table 3 for the adopted parameters for
the isochrone fitting.
5. Summary and Conclusions
We have used the results from Gaia-ESO Survey spectroscopic
data and published photometric data to carry out a study of the
intermediate age cluster NGC 4815. Observations of 218 stars in
the field of the cluster provide radial velocities from which we
estimate the cluster systemic velocity to be −29.4 km s−1. The
radial velocity distribution is, however, quite broad, suggesting
significant contribution by field stars, which is also indicated by
the Besanc¸on Galactic stellar populations model. Selecting stars
within 4 km s−1 of this mean velocity as potential cluster mem-
bers results in only ∼30% of the observed Gaia-ESO Survey tar-
gets having velocities consistent with membership.
Stellar abundances from the UVES observations for the
five evolved stars that are likely members yield a mean cluster
metallicity of [Fe/H] = +0.03 ± 0.02 dex (error in the mean).
Elemental abundances also show a small dispersion about the
mean values, indicating homogeneous chemical composition in
the cluster. Among the α-elements, [Ca/Fe] and [Si/Fe] appear
solar, while [Mg/Fe] appears somewhat enhanced and [Ti/Fe]
slightly depleted. Iron-peak elements [Ni/Fe] and [Cr/Fe] are
slightly underabundant relative to solar. Consistent with find-
Fig. 7. As in Fig. 6, but with fits to the BASTI isochrones.
ings for many other open clusters, the light elements Na and
Al are enhanced over solar, but what role the effect of inade-
quacies in the assumed LTE analysis or internal stellar mixing
might have in explaining these abundances remains to be inves-
tigated. Abundances for radial velocity non-members of NGC
4815, sampling the disk field population, show typically much
larger dispersions, but have abundance distributions that gener-
ally overlap with the cluster values at the same metallicity, par-
ticularly for the α-elements. There are indications, once all ele-
ments are considered, that the detailed abundance pattern of the
cluster is distinguished from those of the field stars. Obtaining
abundances for additional elements will help clarify this picture.
Future releases will include the determination of more elements;
the neutron-capture elements will be especially interesting in this
regard. It is expected that as the survey proceeds, the internal pre-
cision of the GES abundances may be improved through analy-
sis of an increased number of calibrating benchmark stars and
a fine-tuning of the homogenization process leading to recom-
mended parameters. In addition, for many clusters sample sizes
will be larger; as one of the less massive open clusters, the num-
ber of potential targets in NGC 4815 is limited. However, it is
clear that the uniformity of the Gaia-ESO Survey analysis and
the homogeneity of the resultant abundances offers the oppor-
tunity to explore the potential systematic chemical differences
between the cluster and the field at a new level of detail, for
many open clusters, in many lines of sight. These data combined
with proper motions from Gaia will also enable a more thorough
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Fig. 8. As in Fig. 6, but with fits to the Dartmouth isochrones.
kinematic selection and dynamical investigation of the cluster
and its surrounding field population.
Finally, using the information on radial velocity member-
ship, and with the cluster metallicity constrained by the Gaia-
ESO Survey determinations, theoretical isochrones were fit to
the published BV and VI photometry of NGC 4815 to derive
more robust estimates of the cluster parameters. Utilizing three
different sets of isochrones and fitting both the VI and BV color-
magnitude diagrams provided an assessment of uncertainty in
these parameters. We conclude that NGC 4815 has an age of be-
tween 0.5 to 0.63 Gyr, a reddening E(B − V) = 0.59 to 0.65,
and distance modulus (m − M)0 of 11.95 to 12.20, placing it at
a distance of 2.45 to 2.75 kpc, or 6.9 kpc from the Galactic cen-
ter. The isochrones provide a good fit to the shape of the main-
sequence and the luminosities of the turnoff and the red clump
stars, but are less successful in matching simultaneously the BV
and VI colors. Possible reasons for this mismatch could rest in
differences in the accuracy of the photometric zero points, or the
difficulty of transforming the isochrones from the theoretical to
the observational plane.
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